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The stability of the optical parameters of a ruthenium polypyridyl complex (Ru-PC K314) film under varying
annealing temperatures between 278 K and 673 K was investigated. The ruthenium polypyridyl complex
thin film was prepared on a quartz substrate by drop casting technique. The transmission of the film was
recorded by using Ultraviolet/Visible/Near Infrared spectrophotometer and the optical band gap energy
of the as-deposited film was determined around 2.20 eV. The optical parameters such as refractive index,
extinction coefficient, and dielectric constant of the film were determined and the annealing effect on
these parameters was investigated. The results show that Ru PC K314 film is quite stable up to 595 K, and
the rate of the optical band gap energy change was found to be 5.23 × 10−5 eV/K. Furthermore, the thermal
analysis studies were carried out in the range 298–673 K. The Differential Thermal Analysis/Thermal
Gravimmetry/Differantial Thermal Gravimmetry curves show that the decomposition is incomplete in the
temperature range 298–673 K. Ru-PC K314 is thermally stable up to 387 K. The decomposition starts at
387 K with elimination of functional groups such as CO2, CO molecules and SO3H group was eliminated
between 614 K and 666 K.
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1. Introduction

Ruthenium complexes are one of the promising materials for light
emitting diodes because of their appropriate photophysical, photo-
chemical, and electrochemical properties [1–5]. Thin films of these
complexes also demonstrate significant device performance and optical
properties. Especially, ruthenium polypyridyl complexes show signifi-
cant properties, such as excellent photochemical stability, strong visible
absorption, efficient luminescence, and relatively long lived metal to
ligand charge transfer (MLCT) excited states [6–9].

A ruthenium polypyridyl complex (Ru-PC K314) was synthesized
due to thewide range of application areas, particularly for optoelectron-
ic applications such as solar cells and light emitting diodes [6–9]. In this
context, Ru-PC K314 can be considered as a functional material. For
instance, this material can also be used for luminescence based sensors
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[10,11], quartz crystal microbalance based humidity sensors [12],
optical pH sensor [13,14] or photovoltaic applications [7–9,15].

The organometallic molecular structure of [RuII(L1)2(L2)] is given in
Fig. 1, where (L1 = 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline-disulfonic acid
disodium salt) and (L2 = 4,4′-dicarboxy-2,2′-bipyridine). There are
four sodium sulfonate and two carboxylic acid groups around rutheni-
um metal. These functional groups bring cationic properties to the ma-
terial. L1 is chosen not only to increase molar extinction coefficient of
the complex, but also to enable the material soluble in water [16]. The
compound can also show pH sensitive properties because of the –
COOH groups. As a result, it is also soluble in both acidic and basic
media [16,17]. L2 is one of the most widely used ligands for ruthenium
complexes that employed in Dye Sensitized Solar Cells [7–9,17–20].

Due to the possible applications of the material in solar cells, in this
work the Ru-PC K314 complex filmwas prepared on quartz substrate by
drop casting technique, and the stability of the material at high
temperatures has been studied. The optical properties of the 480 nm
thick film have been investigated in the region of Ultraviolet/Visible/
Near Infrared (UV-VIS-NIR). The scope of the present study is to
determine the annealing temperature effect on the optical properties
(band gap energy, refractive index, dielectric constant) of the film and
discussed in detail.
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of ruthenium polypyridyl complex Ru-PC K314, [Ru(L1)2(L2)].

Fig. 2. UV–Vis absorption and emission spectra of Ru-PC K314 measured at ambient
temperature under aerobic conditions in MeOH, λex: 470 nm.

Fig. 3. Transmittance (a) and absorbance (b) of Ru-PC K314 film annealed at different
temperatures.
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2. Experimental

[RuII(bis(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline-disulfonic acid disodium
salt) (4,4′-dicarboxy-2,2′-bipyridine)], [Ru-PC K314] (Fig. 1), was
synthesized according to the procedure given in the literature [12].

2.1. Preparation and characterization of Ru-PC K314 films

480nmthick Ru-PC K314filmwas prepared according to the follow-
ing procedure: Organometallic complex (1mg)was dissolved in 1mLof
toluene. These solutions were deposited onto 2 × 2 cm2 quartz
substrates by drop casting. Organometallic complex (1 mg) was
dissolved in 1 ml of toluene, and this freshly prepared solution was
deposited by a drop-casting onto 2 × 2 cm2 quartz substrate. The sub-
strate was then air dried at room temperature. The thicknesses of Ru-
PCK314filmsweremeasuredbyVeecoDektak profilometer. The optical
reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) of the film have been recorded
with Shimadzu 2550 UV-Visible spectrophotometer. R and T measure-
ments were repeated several times after annealing the films between
298 K and 673 K for 30 min. The optical parameters were calculated
from UV measurements for each annealing temperature. The Differen-
tial Thermal Analysis/Thermal Gravimmetry/Differantial Thermal
Gravimmetry (DTA/TG/DTG) curves were obtained by using Seiko SII
TG/DTA 7200 equipped with DTA and TG units. The thermal analyses
were carried out between 298 K and 673 K (heating rate: 10 °C/min).
The Pt crucibles were used as sample pan and α-Al2O3 was used as
the reference material. Measurements were carried out under the
dynamic nitrogen atmosphere with a flow rate of 50 mL/min. The
sample mass (wo) was ranged between 5 and 10 mg. To calibrate the
temperature, the melting point of indium was used.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. UV/visible optical transmission, reflection and absorption spectroscopy

The spectroscopic properties of the ruthenium complex in solution
were investigated via UV-VIS absorption and fluorescence emission
spectroscopic studies. Absorption and emission spectra of the com-
plexes were measured in methanol and are shown in Fig. 2. The energy
maxima and absorption coefficients are presented in the experimental
section. A broad MLCT band, which is well-resolved at 483 nm, is
observed in the absorption spectra. The molar extinction coefficient
for this is 13,800M−1 cm−1. These results are very close to the reported
MLCT absorptivities of other similar complexes [1,16,20]. The bands at
221 nm and 278 nm and the shoulder observed at around 314 nm can
be assigned to the intraligand π-π* transition of the ligands L1 and L2.
Emission of the Ru(II) polypyridine complexes usually occur from the
lowest-lying MLCT excited state [1,16,20]. When the Ru-PC K314
complex was excited at 470 nm in methanol (MeOH) solution at room
temperature, it exhibits a luminescence consisting of a single band
with a maximum at 636 nm (Fig. 2).

The optical properties of the film covered with Ru-PC K314 have
been investigated using UV-VIS-NIR spectroscopy. Fig. 3(a) and (b)
shows a typical transmittance and absorbance of the 480 nm thick
film recorded in the wavelength range of 200–700 nm before and



Table 1
The optical parameter of the Ru-PC K314 film.

Annealing temp. (K) Eg(eV) E0(eV) Ed(eV) n∞ ƛ0(nm) S0(m−2)

298 2.20 4.7 2 1.19 273.2 0.56
373 2.20 4.3 1.7 1.17 292.2 0.44
393 2.17 5.4 3.9 1.16 320.4 0.33
423 2.19 4.4 1.8 1.18 285.1 0.48
448 2.25 5.1 2.7 1.24 244.3 0.88
573 2.20 5.8 4.6 1.34 216.2 1.72
673 3.12 7.8 6.7 1.36 167.8 3.02
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after annealing in the temperature range of 298–673 K. If the annealing
temperature is increased up to 573 K, a gradual increase is observed in
the transmittance intensities of the Ru-PC K314 film. The peak maxima
in the transmission spectrum of the film shift towards lower wave-
length with the increasing annealing temperature and all the peaks
disappear at 673 K. The absorbance data given in Fig. 3 (b) was calculat-
ed from the equation: A = 1-(T + R) where A denotes absorption, T
transmittance and R reflectance. The absorption intensity of the film
decreases with increasing annealing temperature. The three major
absorption peaks are clearly defined very close to those in MeOH
solution at 206 nm, 278 nm and 483 nm. However, since the organic
part of the Ru-PC K314 complex decomposes at 673 K the absorbance
features disappear.

3.2. The refractive index and optical parameters

The refractive index (n) and absorption coefficient (α) at various
wavelengths were calculated by using equations [21];

R ¼ n−1ð Þ2 þ k2

nþ 1ð Þ2 þ k2

T ¼ 1−Rð Þ2eαt

where k is the extinction coefficient (k = αλ/4π), and t is the film
thickness. Fig. 4a and b shows that the refractive index n increases
from 1.20 to 1.50 with increasing annealing temperature. At 673 K, it
becomes approximately constant around 1.50. The extinction coeffi-
cient decreases drastically from 0.25 to 0.007 with increasing annealing
temperature.
Fig. 4. The variation of the refractive index (a) and extinction coefficient (b) of the thin
film at different annealing temperatures.
The extinction coefficient changes as a function of wavelength
for various annealing temperatures except for 673 K. A single broad
visible band at 483 nm is assigned to metal-to-ligand charge-transfer
origin. Two major extinction coefficient peaks at 221 nm and 280 nm
with a shoulder around 314 nm are related to the bands assigned to
the intraligand π-π* transition of L1 and L2 ligands as seen in the
absorbance plot.

The refractive index dispersion parameters of Ru-PC K314 film can
be calculated according to the following expression using single
effective oscillator model [22];

n2
∞−1

n2−1
¼ 1−

λ0

λ

� �2

where n∞ is the long wavelength refractive index and ƛ0 is the average
interband oscillator wavelength. The n∞ and ƛ0 values were calculated
from the slope of the linear part of the plots of (1/n2–1) vs (hυ)2 at
various annealing temperatures. The average oscillator strength S0
values were obtained from (n2∞-1)/ƛ0

2 [23]. The energy dependence of
Fig. 5. The real (a) and the imaginary (b) part of the dielectric spectra of the thin film
annealed at different temperatures.



Table 2
Thermoanalytical results of decomposition reaction of Ru-PC K314.

Stage

DTA peak
temperature
(K)

TG
temperature
range (K)

Mass loss (%)

Evolved moietyExper. Theor.

I 344 298–387 11.32 11.30 −9H2Oa

II – 387–614 5.01 5.02 −CO2 + CO
III 611 and 636 614–666 6.48 6.42 −SO3H
Residue – – 77.19 77.26 RuC58H35S3N6O11Na4
a In the course of thermogravimetric measurements, moisture content can be easily

seen due to the hygroscopic properties of the complex.

Fig. 6. The plot of (αhυ)2 versus photon energy (a), the high magnification of Fig. 6a
between (2.0–2.7 eV) (b) of Ru-PC K314 film annealed at different temperatures.
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the refractive index can be expressed according to the following relation
[22,24];

1
n2 −1 ¼

E2o− hυð Þ2
� �

Eo:Ed

where E0 is the single oscillator energy and Ed is the dispersion energy.
The optical parameters E0, Ed, n∞, and ƛ0 values are given in Table 1.
The single oscillator energy E0 is obtained around 5.0 eVwhen annealed
below 573 K, and increased to 7.80 eV at 673 K. The long wavelength
refractive index n∞ was obtained around 1.20 when annealed below
573K and increased to 1.36 eV at 673K. The average interbandoscillator
Fig. 7. The variation of the optical band gap with increasing annealing temperature
between 278 K and 673 K.
wavelength was obtained around 250 nmwhen annealed below 573 K,
and decreased to 167.80 nm at 673 K.

3.3. Dispersion of the optical dielectric constants

The complex dielectric function describes the interaction between
the electromagnetic waves and matter. The complex dielectric (ε*)
constant of a material is expressed ε* = εr + εi where εr is the real
and εi is the imaginary part of the dielectric constant. Dielectric constant
of the Ru-PC K314 filmwas also calculated using the following relations
[21]:

εr ¼ n2−k2

εi ¼ 2nk

The real εr and the imaginary part εi of the dielectric constant spectra
of the Ru-PC K314 film at different annealing temperatures are given in
Fig. 5a and b.

The real part εr varies in between 1.60 and 2.40, while the imaginary
part εi increases up to 0.70. Both of the real and imaginary part of the
dielectric constant show similar peaks as seen in refractive index n
and extinction coefficient k for the annealing temperature between
298K and 573K except for 673 K, since Ru-PCK314 decomposes partial-
ly at this temperature.

3.4. The determination of optical band gap energy

The optical band gap energy Eg of a film can be evaluated from its
absorption spectrum depending on whether it has direct or indirect
transitions. For the band gap energy calculation of the film, the follow-
ing relation is used [25]:

αhν ¼ A hν−Eg
� �m

where A is a constant associated with the extent of the band tails. The
exponent m is 1/2 and 2 for allowed and forbidden direct transitions,
Fig. 8. DTA/TG/DTG curves of Ru-PC K314.



Scheme 1. The suggested pre-decomposition mechanism Ru-PC K314.
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respectively. The optical band gap energy of the Ru-PC K314 films
between The Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and The
Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) bands can be estimated
by assuming direct transitions [26]. The (αhν)2 versus energy E(eV)
plots of Ru-PC K314 film for the annealing temperatures between
278 K and 673 K are shown in Fig. 6. The Eg of the film can be estimated
from the intercept of a line fit to the linear part of (αhν)2 versus energy
E(eV) plots. The optical band gap energy values of Ru-PC K314 film for
various annealing temperatures estimated from Fig. 6, and are listed in
Table 1.

Two peaks in the absorption band edges around 2.2 eV and 3.7 eV
are related to the intraligand π-π* transition of L1 and L2 ligands
resulting emission from the lowest-lying 3MLCT excited state in Ru(II)
polypyridine complexes.

Table 1 shows the optical parameters of Ru-PC K314 thin film at
various temperatures. The variation of the optical band gap with
increasing annealing temperature between 278 K and 673 K are
shown in Fig. 7. The optical energy gap Eg of Ru-PC K314film is quite sta-
ble with increasing annealing temperatures between 278 K and 573 K.
However, it increases dramatically to 3.12 eV due to the decomposition
of the organic part of Ru-PC K314 complex. The optical band gap of
semiconductors changes linearly with change in temperature. Fig. 7
shows the change of fundamental energy gapwith increasing annealing
temperature. The rate of the band gap energy changes for the annealing
temperatures below 573 K is obtained as 5.23 × 10−5 eV/K. This change
is attributed to the increase in the interatomic distances arising from
electron-lattice interaction [27]. The absorption feature starting around
2.20 eV corresponds to the so called onset energy gap (Q-band)while the
absorption starting around 3.70 eV corresponds to the fundamental
energy gap (B-band or Soret band) [28,29]. The onset energy gap
disappears when the Ru-PC K314 film is annealed at T N 595 K due the
degradation of organic part of the complex, and remaining ruthenium
residue on the quartz substrate.
3.5. Thermal stability of Ru-PC K314

The thermal stability of Ru-PC K314 was studied by using thermal
analysis techniques from 298 K up to 673 K under nitrogen atmosphere
(50 mL/min.). The temperature range of the decomposition, DTA peak
positions and mass losses of the decomposition reactions are given in
Table 2.

DTA/TG/DTG curves of Ru-PC K314 are shown in Fig. 8. TGA curves
are similar to our previous reports [30,31]. The pre-decomposition of
Ru-PC K314 was carried out in three stages at selected temperature
range (298–673 K). The first decomposition stage was shown in the
temperature range of 298–387 K in TG and DTG curves. The experimen-
tal mass loss was determined about 11.32% (calc. 11.30%). The elimina-
tion of 9 mol of H2O from coordination sphere of Ru-PC K314 was
occurred due to hygroscopic properties of Ru-PC K314. The second
decomposition stage was observed between 387 K and 614 K with the
experimental mass loss of 5.01% (calc. 5.02%). 1 mol of CO and 1 mol
of CO2 were eliminated from Ru-PC K314. The remaining intermediate
product was estimated to be RuC58H36S4N6O14Na4. The third decompo-
sition stage occurs between 614 K and 666 K with elimination of 1 mol
SO3H. The experimental and calculated mass losses were 6.40% and
6.42%, respectively. The residue product of this stage was estimated as
RuC58H35S3N6O11Na4.

It can be seen three endothermic peaks were obtained in DTA curve
of Ru-PC K314 in Fig. 8. The minima of the DTA peaks are 344 K, 611 K
and 636 K, respectively. The first endothermic peak corresponds to
elimination of H2O and the others correspond to pre-decomposition of
Ru-PC K314. In addition, DTG peaks are observed at 337 K, 615 K,
621 K, 631 K and 637 K which correspond to pre-decomposition of
Ru-PC K314, too.

According to DTA/TG/DTG data, the decomposition mechanism of
Ru-PC K314 can be given as in Scheme 1.

4. Conclusion

The stability of the optical parameters of a ruthenium polypyridyl
complex (Ru-PC K314) film under varying annealing temperatures
between 278 K and 673 K was investigated using UV-VIS-NIR
spectroscopy. The optical gap energy of Ru-PC K314 film was deter-
mined as 2.20 eV. The results show that Ru PC K314 film is quite stable
up to 573 K and the rate of change of optical energy gapwas obtained as
5.23x10−5 eV/K. The optical band gap increases dramatically to 3.12 eV
due to the degradation of organic part of Ru-PC K314. The thermal anal-
ysis results show that Ru-PC K314 is stable up to 387 K. After this
temperature, the decomposition starts with elimination of functional
groups such as CO2, CO and SO3H molecules. The decomposition is in-
complete in the temperature range 298–673 K. These results show
that Ru-PC K314 films are quite stable for the solar cell applications
for the working temperatures up to 595 K.
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